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Abstract
Reordering poses a major challenge in machine transla-
tion (MT) between two languages with significant dif-
ferences in word order. In this paper, we present a novel
reordering approach utilizing sparse features based on
dependency word pairs. Each instance of these features
captures whether two words, which are related by a de-
pendency link in the source sentence dependency parse
tree, follow the same order or are swapped in the trans-
lation output. Experiments on Chinese-to-English trans-
lation show a statistically significant improvement of
1.21 BLEU point using our approach, compared to a
state-of-the-art statistical MT system that incorporates
prior reordering approaches.
Introduction
Reordering in machine translation (MT) is a crucial process
to get the correct translation output word order given an in-
put source sentence, as word order reflects meaning. It re-
mains a major challenge, especially for language pairs with
a significant word order difference. Phrase-based MT sys-
tems (Koehn, Och, and Marcu 2003) generally adopt a re-
ordering model that predicts reordering based on the span
of a phrase and that of the adjacent phrase (Tillmann 2004;
Xiong, Liu, and Lin 2006; Galley and Manning 2008;
Cherry 2013).
The above methods do not explicitly preserve the rela-
tionship between words in the source sentence, which re-
flects the sentence meaning. Word relationship in a sentence
can be captured by its dependency parse tree, in which each
wordw is a tree node connected to its head node hw, another
word, indicating that the former is a dependent (child) of the
latter.
Dependency parsing has been used for reordering in sta-
tistical machine translation (SMT). Its usage is well-known
in the pre-ordering approach, where a source sentence is
reordered before the actual translation. Dependency-based
pre-ordering can be performed either by a rule-based ap-
proach based on manually specified human linguistic knowl-
edge (Xu et al. 2009; Cai et al. 2014), or by a learning ap-
proach (Xia and McCord 2004; Habash 2007; Genzel 2010;
Yang et al. 2012; Lerner and Petrov 2013; Jehl et al.
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2014). Dependency parsing has also been used in reorder-
ing approaches integrated with decoding to determine the
next source phrase to translate after translating the current
source phrase (Cherry 2008; Bach, Gao, and Vogel 2009;
Chang et al. 2009).
In this paper, we propose a novel reordering approach in-
tegrated with translation. We propose sparse feature func-
tions based on the pre-ordering rules of (Cai et al. 2014).
However, in contrast to the manual rule-based pre-ordering
approach of (Cai et al. 2014), the weights of our sparse fea-
ture functions are automatically learned and used during the
actual translation process, without an explicit pre-ordering
step. Our approach detects and exploits the reordering of
each dependency word pair in the source sentence during
phrase-based decoding.
Dependency Word Pair Features
We define a set of sparse features based on dependency tree
word pairs to be learned and used in a phrase-based SMT
beam search decoding algorithm.
Capturing Word Pair Ordering in Phrase-Based
Beam Search
The phrase-based approach is a state-of-the-art approach for
SMT, taking phrases, defined as a sequence of one or more
words, as its translation units. It is performed by a beam
search algorithm (Koehn 2004a), in which the search pro-
cess produces translation from left to right in the transla-
tion output. The search is organized into hypotheses, each
of which represents an input sentence phrase covered and its
possible translation.
As the beam search can choose input phrases in any order,
the target-language phrase sequence in the translation output
may not follow the original source sentence order. The se-
quence determines the translation output order and enables
translation output reordering for language pairs with differ-
ences in word order, such as Chinese and English.
When a word fi in a source sentence f = fN1 is cov-
ered by a hypothesis, it is known that the words {fl|fl ∈
f i−11 ∧ ¬translated(fl)} on the left of fi and the words
{fr|fr ∈ fNi+1 ∧ ¬translated(fr)} on the right of fi that
have not been translated will be translated after (appearing
on the right of) the translation of fi. As fl is before fi in the
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(a)
(1)佐科威→ Jokowi
Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, io) Hsib(佐科威,在, io)
Hsib(佐科威,昨天, io) Hsib(佐科威,讲话, io)
(2)发表讲话→ made a speech
Hhc(发表,讲话, left, io) Hsib(昨天,讲话, sw)
Hhc(发表,昨天, right, sw) Hsib(在,讲话, sw)
Hhc(发表,在, right, sw)
(3)在→ in
Hhc(在,北京, left, io) Hsib(昨天,在, sw)
(4)北京→ Beijing (5)昨天→ yesterday
(none) (none)
(b)
Figure 1: Illustrating example: (a) an aligned Chinese-English parallel sentence pair with Chinese dependency parse and a
sequence of beam search hypotheses producing phrases “佐科威 → Jokowi”, “发表 讲话 → made a speech”, “在 → in”,
“北京 → Beijing”, and “昨天 → yesterday” (each hypothesis is marked by a grey dashed box and a sequence number in
parentheses) (b) sparse features that are equal to 1 when each hypothesis is generated.
source sentence, but the translation of fl is after the transla-
tion of fi, the translations of fi and fl are swapped. Mean-
while, fr is after fi both in the source sentence and in the
translation, therefore the translations of fi and fr are in-
order. Internally within a phrase, the ordering of each of its
words in the translation depends on the phrasal word align-
ment, which is stored in the phrase table.
As each word in the source sentence is a node of the
source dependency parse tree, the above notion can be used
for reordering based on the source dependency parse tree.
Instead of capturing all pairwise relations, we are only inter-
ested in the relations between a word and its related words,
defined collectively as its head, sibling, and child words in
the dependency parse tree.
Dependency Swap Features
We define our dependency swap features, following the rule
template definition for dependency swap rules (Cai et al.
2014), which defines rule instances based on the word pairs
with head-child or sibling relationship. However, the differ-
ence is that our approach does not require manually spec-
ifying which dependency labels are the conditions to swap
words, but learns them automatically.
In our approach, each rule instance based on the above
template becomes a Boolean sparse feature function (Chi-
ang, Knight, and Wang 2009). The function parameters are
the word pair specification and output order. While Cai et al.
(2014) defined the rules only by the dependency labels, we
define our feature functions for each word pair by the de-
pendency labels, the POS tags, and the combination of both,
resulting in a group of four feature functions for every word
pair ordering. The dependency link label of a word x is de-
fined as the label of the link connecting x to its head word.
Henceforth for each word x, L(x) and T (x) denote the de-
pendency link label and POS tag of x respectively.
Following the dependency swap rule template, we define
two types of feature function templates, namely head-child
and sibling. The head-child feature functions are equal to 1
if a head word xh and its child word xc (where xh is on
the p ∈ {left, right} of xc in the source sentence) take a
certain ordering o (which can be in-order (io) or swapped
(sw)) in the translation output, and 0 otherwise. This group
of feature functions is defined as
Hhc(xh, xc, p, o) =
 hhc(L(xh), L(xc), p, o)hhc(T (xh), T (xc), p, o)hhc(L(xh), T (xc), p, o)
hhc(T (xh), L(xc), p, o)
 (1)
Similarly, the sibling feature functions are equal to 1 if
siblings xl and xr (xl on the left of xr in the source sen-
tence) take a certain ordering o in the translation output, and
0 otherwise. This group of feature functions is defined as
Hsib(xl, xr, o) =
 hsib(L(xl), L(xr), o)hsib(T (xl), T (xr), o)hsib(L(xl), T (xr), o)
hsib(T (xl), L(xr), o)
 (2)
Each dependency swap feature that is set to 1 when a hy-
pothesis is generated captures two source words, one is cov-
ered by the current hypothesis, while the other has not yet
been translated. These word pairs have either head-child or
sibling relationship as defined above. Figure 1 is an illus-
tration of how word order is detected during beam search
decoding and the swap features involved. When “发表讲话
→ made a speech” is translated after “佐科威 → Jokowi”,
it is known that the head “发表” is before the child “讲话”
(p = left) and their translations also follow the same word
order, setting the value of the following four features to 1:
Hhc(发表,讲话, left, io) =
 hhc(root, dobj, left, io)hhc(V V,NN, left, io)hhc(root,NN, left, io)
hhc(V V, dobj, left, io)

On the other hand, the head “发表” is after the child
“在” in the source sentence (p = right), but “在” has
not been translated. Therefore, the translation of “发表”
will be swapped with that of “在”, setting the four fea-
tures in Hhc(发表,在, right, sw) to 1. Similarly, “讲话”
is after its sibling “在” in the source sentence, but “在”
has not been translated, resulting in the translation of the
two words being swapped and setting the four features in
Hsib(在,讲话, sw) to 1. The features for “佐科威” such as
Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, io) and Hsib(佐科威,讲话, io)
are not set to 1 when the hypothesis “发表 讲话 → made
a speech” is generated. Those features were set to 1 with the
previous hypothesis “佐科威→ Jokowi”.
Dependency Distortion Penalty
To encourage the translation output that conforms to the
dependency parse structure, we impose a penalty feature
that discourages translation candidates not conforming to
the dependency parse subtree (Cherry 2008). This assigns
a penalty if the translation of the current phrase results in
a source dependency parse subtree to be split in the output
translation.
The translation output shown in Figure 1a has each depen-
dency parse subtree grouped together, therefore incurring no
penalty. However, there can be a case when the translation
has produced “Jokowi made a speech in”, then translate “昨
天” to “yesterday”. This translation will break the cohesion
of the source dependency parse subtree “在 北京” and is
bad. This is the case when a dependency distortion penalty
is incurred.
Modified Future Cost
Phrase-based SMT beam search decoding involves future
cost, not accumulated over the translation hypotheses but
used to reduce search space (Koehn 2004a). This predicts
the cost to translate the remaining untranslated phrases.
Based on our dependency swap features, we incorporate
the future cost for each untranslated dependency word pairs.
The future cost assumes that the untranslated words will be
ordered in the most likely ordering. However, if an untrans-
lated word x is an ancestor (in the dependency parse tree)
of a word covered by the current hypothesis, the future cost
assumes that x precedes all of its related words. This fol-
lows the assumption that each subtree will have a contiguous
translation (Cherry 2008).
Other Sparse Features
This section describes other sparse features from previous
work to compare to our method.
Sparse Reordering Orientation Features
We incorporate sparse reordering orientation features
(Cherry 2013). The features are derived from the reorder-
ing orientation model, capturing the source position of the
current phrase being translated with respect to the previously
translated phrase(s), for which three orientation types are de-
fined:
• Monotone (M), if the current phrase and the previously
translated unit are adjacent in the input sentence and the
former follows the latter in it, e.g., “Beijing” with respect
to the previous phrase “in” in Figure 1.
• Swapped (S), if the current phrase and the previously
translated unit are adjacent in the input sentence but the
former precedes the latter in it (example below).
• Discontinuous (D), if the current phrase and the previ-
ously translated unit are not adjacent in the input sentence,
e.g., “made a speech” with respect to the previous phrase
“Jokowi” in Figure 1.
Cherry (2013) designed his sparse reordering orientation
model following the hierarchical reordering (HR) model
(Galley and Manning 2008), capturing the relative posi-
tion of the current phrase (covered by the current hypoth-
esis) with respect to the largest chunk of contiguous source
phrases that form a contiguous translation before this phrase.
Therefore, in Figure 1a, when the decoding produces a
phrase “yesterday” after “Beijing”, the orientation of “yes-
terday” is swapped instead of discontinuous, as “made a
speech in Beijing” is formed by contiguous phrases “在北
京发表讲话”, which is adjacent to “昨天”.
While the original (non-sparse) reordering orientation
model is based on the phrase orientation probability in the
parallel training data and defines a single feature function on
it, the sparse model defines one feature function for each re-
ordering phenomenon during decoding. We define the sparse
feature functions taking into account the phrase orientation
o ∈ {M,S,D} during decoding and important locations loc
pertaining to the current phrase and the previous phrase with
the following template:
hs hr(loc := rep(loc), o) (3)
where locations loc are the first and last words of the current
source phrase (sfirst,slast), the previously translated unit
(pfirst,plast), i.e., the largest contiguous chunk of phrases
forming a contiguous translation, and the span between the
current and the previous source phrase, or gap (gfirst,glast)
only for discontinuous orientation. Each word in loc is rep-
resented, rep(loc), by its POS tag1, and the surface lexical
form if it belongs to the 80-most frequent words in the train-
ing data.
Assuming that only “在” belongs to the top-80 words,
when the phrase “yesterday” is generated after “Beijing”,
the sparse reordering orientation features that are equal to 1
are shown in Figure 2.
hs hr(sfirst := NT, S) hs hr(pfirst := P, S)
hs hr(slast := NT, S) hs hr(plast := NN,S)
hs hr(pfirst :=在, S)
Figure 2: Sparse reordering orientation (HR) features that
are equal to 1 when decoding in Fig. 1a generates the phrase
“昨天→ yesterday” after “北京→ Beijing”
While the approach leverages the reordering orientation
model by defining features on the context information, not
just the current phrase, it does not capture dependency re-
lation, by which the important relation between words in
the source sentence is captured. Therefore, we introduce our
sparse dependency swap features to enable the translation
system to arrive at reordering decisions based on the source
dependency relations.
1Cherry (2013) substituted POS tags with mkcls unsupervised
word clusters.
Dependency Path Features
We also utilize dependency path features (Chang et al. 2009)
for phrase-based SMT, defined over the shortest path of de-
pendency parse tree links bridging the current and the pre-
vious source phrase. Chang et al. (2009) defined the depen-
dency path features on a maximum entropy phrase orienta-
tion classifier, trained on their word-aligned parallel text and
labeled by the two possible phrase orderings in the transla-
tion output: in-order and swapped. Meanwhile, we use the
features as sparse decoding features, with the following tem-
plate:
hpath(shortest path(plast, sfirst); o) (4)
where o ∈ {in order, swapped} denotes the orientation of
the two phrases in the translation.
Given a source sentence and its translation output, a path
is defined between the last word of the previous source
phrase plast and the first word of the current source phrase
sfirst. Path traversal is always from left to right based on
the source sentence word position. Therefore, if the current
source phrase being translated is to the right of the previous
source phrase, the traversal is from plast to sfirst. Other-
wise, if the current source phrase is to the left of the previ-
ous source phrase, it is from sfirst to plast. In addition, path
edges going against the dependency label arrow are distin-
guished from those following the arrow.
As an example, in Figure 1a, when the translation gen-
erates “发表 讲话 → made a speech” after “佐科威 →
Jokowi”, the path is from “佐科威” to “发表”, consist-
ing of a direct link following the arrow of nsubj, re-
sulting in the feature hpath(nsubj, in order) = 1. How-
ever, when the translation generates “昨天 → yesterday”
after “北京 → Beijing”, as “昨天” is before “北京” in
the source sentence, the traversal is from “昨天” to “北
京”, consisting of the link sequence tmod, prepR, pobjR.
As it goes against the arrows of prep and pobj, the suf-
fix R is added to distinguish it. This results in the feature
hpath(tmod, prepR, pobjR; in order) = 1.
The approach leverages the phrase-based reordering by
guiding the ordering of two adjacent phrases using depen-
dency parse. However, the features do not capture the pair-
wise ordering of every word with its related word, as the
features are induced only when the words are used in the
two adjacent translation phrases.
Experimental Setup
Data Set and Toolkits
We built a phrase-based Chinese-to-English SMT system by
using Moses (Koehn et al. 2007). Our parallel training text is
a collection of parallel corpora from LDC, which we divide
into older corpora2 and newer corpora3. Due to the domi-
nant older data, we duplicate the newer corpora of various
2LDC2002E18, LDC2003E14, LDC2004E12, LDC2004T08,
LDC2005T06, and LDC2005T10.
3LDC2007T23, LDC2008T06, LDC2008T08, LDC2008T18,
LDC2009T02, LDC2009T06, LDC2009T15, LDC2010T03,
LDC2013T11, LDC2013T16, LDC2014T04, LDC2014T11,
LDC2014T15, LDC2014T20, and LDC2014T26.
domains by 10 times to achieve better domain balance. To
reduce the possibility of alignment errors, parallel sentences
in the corpora that are longer than 85 words in either Chinese
(after word segmentation) or English are discarded. In the
end, the final parallel text consists of around 8.8M sentence
pairs, 228M Chinese tokens, and 254M English tokens (a
token can be a word or punctuation symbol). We also added
two dictionaries4 by concatenating them to our training par-
allel text. The total number of words in these two corpora is
1.81M for Chinese and 2.03M for English.
All Chinese sentences in the training, development,
and test data are first word-segmented using a maximum
entropy-based Chinese word segmenter (Low, Ng, and Guo
2005) trained on the Chinese Treebank (CTB) scheme. Then
the parallel corpus is word-aligned by GIZA++ (Och and
Ney 2003) using IBM Models 1, 3, and 4 (Brown et al.
1993)5. For building the phrase table, which follows word
alignment, the maximum length of a phrase pair is set to 7
words for both the source and target sides.
The language model (LM) is a 5-gram model trained on
the English side of the FBIS parallel corpus (LDC2003E14)
and the monolingual corpus English Gigaword version 4
(LDC2009T13), consisting of 107M sentences and 3.8G to-
kens altogether. Each individual Gigaword sub-corpus6 is
used to train a separate language model and so is the En-
glish side of FBIS. These individual language models are
then interpolated to build one single large LM, via perplex-
ity tuning on the development set.
Our translation development set is MTC corpus version
1 (LDC2002T01) and version 3 (LDC2004T07). This de-
velopment set has 1,928 sentence pairs in total, 49K Chi-
nese tokens and 58K English tokens on average across the
four reference translations. Weight tuning is done by using
the pairwise ranked optimization (PRO) algorithm (Hopkins
and May 2011), which is also used to obtain weights of the
sparse features to help determine the reordering.
For dependency sparse features, we parse the Chinese
side of our development and test sets by the Mate parser,
which jointly performs POS tagging and dependency pars-
ing (Bohnet and Nivre 2012), trained on Chinese Treebank
(CTB) version 8.0 (LDC2013T21).
Our test set consists of the NIST MT evaluation sets from
2002 to 2006 and 2008 (LDC2010T10, LDC2010T11,
LDC2010T12, LDC2010T14, LDC2010T17,
LDC2010T21).
Baseline System
We build a phrase-based baseline SMT system, which uses
non-sparse phrase-based lexicalized reordering (PBLR), in
which the reordering probability depends on the phrase be-
ing translated and its position with respect to the source po-
sition of the previously translated phrase (Tillmann 2004;
Koehn et al. 2005), and non-sparse hierarchical reordering
(HR), in which the previous unit is not only the previous
phrase, but the largest chunk of contiguous source phrases
4LDC2002L27 and LDC2005T34.
5The default when running GIZA++ with Moses.
6AFP, APW, CNA, LTW, NYT, and Xinhua.
Dataset Base (Cherry 2008) (Chang et al. 2009) +DDP+Path (Cherry 2013) Ours+DDP +Path +SHR +DDP+DS +DDP+Path+DS
Devset 40.04 39.55 40.51 40.32 40.92 41.39 41.61
NIST02 39.19 39.06 39.39 39.81∗∗†† 40.08∗∗ 40.48∗∗†† 40.55∗∗††
NIST03 39.44 40.09∗∗ 40.17∗∗ 39.95∗∗ 39.81 40.88∗∗†† 40.73∗∗†
NIST04 40.26 40.16 40.62∗∗ 40.63∗∗†† 40.39 40.97∗∗†† 41.04∗∗††
NIST05 39.65 39.66 39.94∗ 40.02∗† 39.86 41.26∗∗†† 40.98∗∗††
NIST06 38.70 38.42 38.25∗∗ 38.64 38.74 39.15∗† 39.54∗∗††
NIST08 30.11 30.91∗∗ 30.03 30.88∗∗ 30.56∗ 31.12∗∗ 31.76∗∗††
Average 37.89 38.05 38.07∗∗ 38.32∗∗†† 38.24∗∗ 38.98∗∗†† 39.10∗∗††
Table 1: The results of our reordering approach using sparse dependency swap (DS) features, in BLEU scores (%) compared
to the baseline (Base), on which features are added (∗: significant at p < 0.05; ∗∗: significant at p < 0.01). We also show the
results of prior reordering methods, i.e., dependency distortion penalty (+DDP) (Cherry 2008), sparse dependency path features
(+Path) (Chang et al. 2009), the combination of both (+DDP+Path), as well as sparse reordering orientation features (+SHR)
(Cherry 2013). For all systems involving DDP and other features, comparison is also made to the system with only DDP. (†:
significant at p < 0.05; ††: significant at p < 0.01). Note: All systems involving DS always incorporate DDP.
having contiguous translation (Galley and Manning 2008).
In addition, a distortion limit is set such that the reordering
cannot be longer than a certain distance. We set punctua-
tion symbols as reordering constraint across which phrases
cannot be reordered, as they form the natural boundaries be-
tween different clauses. We also use n-best Minimum Bayes
Risk (MBR) decoding (Kumar and Byrne 2004) instead of
the default maximum a-posteriori (MAP) decoding.
Our Approach
To accommodate our sparse feature functions, our Moses
code has been modified to read dependency-parsed input
sentences and incorporate additional decoding features on
top of our baseline, namely dependency distortion penalty
(DDP) (Cherry 2008), sparse dependency path features
(Path) (Chang et al. 2009), sparse reordering orientation fol-
lowing hierarchical reordering orientation (SHR) (Cherry
2013), and our sparse dependency swap features (DS). DDP
feature is a single penalty feature similar to the distortion
penalty for distance-based reordering model (Koehn, Och,
and Marcu 2003), while Path, SHR, and DS are sparse
features, each instance of which captures a specific phe-
nomenon during translation (Chiang, Knight, and Wang
2009).
We always couple DS with DDP. However, as the origi-
nal Path features did not use DDP, we experiment with Path
features in one setting that does not incorporate DDP and
another that does. The SHR features are not coupled with
DDP, following the original design, as the features are not
defined on a dependency-parsed input sentence.
Experimental Results
The translation quality of the system outputs is measured by
case-insensitive BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002), for which the
brevity penalty is computed based on the shortest reference
(NIST-BLEU)7. Statistical significance testing between sys-
tems is conducted by bootstrap resampling (Koehn 2004b).
7ftp://jaguar.ncsl.nist.gov/mt/resources/
mteval-v11b.pl
Table 1 shows the experimental results. The distortion
limit of all the systems is set to 14, which yields the best
result on the development set for the baseline system. As
shown in the table, the system with our DS features and DDP
on top of the baseline is able to improve over the baseline
system without and with DDP, by +1.09 and +0.93 BLEU
points respectively. The individual contribution of the other
dependency-based features (Path), without or with DDP,
is inferior to our DS features. Nevertheless, coupling our
DS features with Path features yields the best result (+1.21
and +1.05 BLEU points over the baseline without and with
DDP).
The SHR features yield more improvement than Path fea-
tures without DDP, and are comparable to the Path features
with DDP. However, our DS features yield more improve-
ment than SHR features. Our preliminary experiments indi-
cate that adding these features on top of the system with DS
does not improve over it.
Discussions
The reordering orientation models, i.e., PBLR and HR, only
take into account the phrase pair generated by a hypothesis
and not the related word properties. Sparse reordering ori-
entation features (Cherry 2013) leverage this by capturing
the previous phrase (or contiguous chunk) properties. There-
fore, they are able to improve over the baseline. However, as
the results suggest, dependency parse provides a more useful
guidance to reorder a source sentence.
As shown in Figure 3, the baseline phrase-based SMT sys-
tem with the two reordering orientation models (PBLR and
HR) produces an incorrect translation output that “the export
is the main market”, which is not what the source sentence
means. This is also the case with the system added with prior
reordering approaches, which includes DDP (Cherry 2008),
Path (Chang et al. 2009), their combination DDP+Path, and
SHR (Cherry 2013). Meanwhile, our reordering approach
with DS features is able to output the correct translation
“the main markets for the export”, as it penalizes the swap
between the subject head “market” and the copula, which
Source
广东省 高新 技术 产品 出口 的 主要 市场 是 香港 、 美
国 、 欧盟 和 日本 。
Reference
The main markets for Guangdong’s high-tech products are in
Hong Kong, the United States, the European Union and Japan.
Base, +DDP (Cherry 2008), +Path (Chang et al. 2009):
identical output
The export of high-tech products in Guangdong Province is the
main market for Hong Kong, the United States, the European
Union and Japan.
+DDP+Path
The export of high-tech products in Guangdong Province, the
main market for Hong Kong, the United States, the European
Union and Japan.
+SHR (Cherry 2013)
Guangdong exports of high-tech products is the main market
for Hong Kong, the United States, the European Union, and
Japan.
+DDP+DS (ours)
The main market for the export of high-tech products in
Guangdong Province are Hong Kong, the United States, the
European Union and Japan.
+DDP+Path+DS (ours)
The main market of the export of high-tech products in
Guangdong, Hong Kong, the United States, the European
Union and Japan.
Figure 3: Translation output comparison between our
baseline (Base), prior reordering work (+DDP, +Path,
+DDP+Path, and +SHR), and our dependency-swap-driven
reordering approach (+DDP+DS and +DDP+Path+DS).
should not be swapped.
The dependency parse of a sentence can capture the re-
lationship among the words (nodes) in it. Between each re-
lated word pair, there is a dependency label which speci-
fies the head-modifier relationship. While the head-modifier
relationships in a sentence hold across languages, their or-
dering may differ. For example, in Chinese, prepositional
phrase (modifier) comes before the predicate (head) verb,
while in English, they come in the other way round. This
particular clue, provided by the source dependency parse, is
useful in deciding the word order in the translation output,
corresponding to a word in the source sentence.
Combining our sparse dependency swap features with
sparse dependency path features (Chang et al. 2009)
achieves the best experimental result. This can be attributed
to the complementary nature of both types of sparse features.
Path features are able to capture the subsequence of transla-
tion output phrases, i.e., which phrase follows another but
not the relative position (right or left) of a source depen-
dency word with respect to all its related words, while our
swap features are designed to capture them.
Related Work
Source dependency trees have been exploited in phrase-
based SMT, by modeling transition among dependency sub-
trees during translation (Bach, Gao, and Vogel 2009). How-
ever, this does not take into account the dependency label
and the POS tag. Another work exploits source and target de-
pendency trees for phrase-based MT output reranking (Gim-
pel and Smith 2014), instead of for translation decoding.
Chang et al. (2009) introduced dependency path as a soft
constraint based on the sequence of source dependency links
traversed in phrase-based translation. It is used as features
on a maximum entropy phrase orientation classifier, whose
probability output is used as a decoding feature function. As
the path can be arbitrarily long, it may not be represented
sufficiently in the training samples. Our sparse feature defi-
nition can alleviate this as features are defined on two words.
In addition, capturing word pairs instead of paths enables in-
corporation of other word properties such as POS tags.
Hunter and Resnik (2010) proposed a probability model
to capture the offset of a word with respect to its head po-
sition in phrase-based MT. Their model does not take into
account two sibling words sharing the same head. They re-
ported negative result.
Meanwhile, Gao, Koehn, and Birch (2011) defined soft
constraints on hierarchical phrase-based MT, which produce
translation by bottom-up constituency parsing algorithm in-
stead of beam search. Their soft constraint is also defined on
a maximum entropy classifier instead of sparse features.
Prior work has also used constituency parse to guide re-
ordering, by manually defining pre-ordering rules to reorder
input sentences into the target language order before trans-
lation (Collins, Koehn, and Kucˇerova´ 2005; Wang, Collins,
and Koehn 2007), or to automatically learn those rules (Li et
al. 2007; Khalilov and Fonollosa 2011). Each constituency
parse tree node represents the phrase nesting instead of a
word, resulting in a deeper structure, which is generally
slower to produce.
Conclusion
We have presented a reordering approach for phrase-based
SMT, guided by sparse dependency swap features. We have
contributed a new approach for learning and performing
reordering in phrase-based MT by the incorporation of
dependency-based features. From our experiments, we have
shown that utilizing source dependency parse for reordering
sentences helps to significantly improve translation quality
over a phrase-based baseline system with state-of-the-art re-
ordering orientation models.
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